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Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, * 

It is a great honour and pleasure, one we have been looking forward to for many 

months, to be with you叫Ihere today. I wish to extend our gratitude to the Japa-

nese Government for its generous in城山onto come over to Japan for this occa-

sion, and to the Private International Law Association to have in叫 edus to 

celebrate what is indeed a remarkable anniversarγ：t士lecentennial of the partici-

pation of Japan in the Hague Conference. 

This celebration offers us a unique opportunity to pay tribute to Japan’s 

involvement in and support of the Hague Conference over the past century, and 

also to reflect together on the future of仕leConference and the future role of Ja-

pan in the Conference. 

Introduction: Japan and the Hague Conference 

1904-2004 

In the spring of 1904, Japan sent a delegate to The Hague for the first time to 

take part in negotiations at the Fourth Session of the Hague Conference. The 

success of the three pre吋ousSessions of the Conference -held泊 1893,1894 

and 1900 -had not gone unnoticed in Japan. In fact, during that same period, Ja-

pan had itself undertaken a m司jorreform of its legislation, including the enact-
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ment of a very modem code on private international law, the Horei，加 1898,

based on the technique of bilate凶（ormultilateral) conflict rules. T地 gaveJa-

pan a unique position加 Asiaand nourished the desire to play its role in the ex-

cit恒gmultilateral legislative efforts廿mthad started at官teH昭ue.

As I said加 mywords of welcome at the joint reception with the Japanese 

Ambassador in the Netherlands on 23 September 2004 at the Peace Palace in 

The Hague, there are several reasons why from the perspective of血eHague 

Conference this first participation of Japan in the work or our Organisation w部

so remarkable and deserves to be commemorated in this anniversary year. 

First, by sending a delegation to The Hague, Japan made a truly pioneer-

加gstep. Until the Fourth Session in 1904, only European States had pa此ici-

pated in血eHague negotiations. Indeed, for many ye釘 safter 1904 Japan w槌 to

remain in位由国li.queposition. Even凪 1955,when出eConference acq凶redper-

manent status, Japan was the only non-European State to co-found the new 

structure for the Orgar由ation.In fact, it was almost 60 years after the 1904 Ses-

sion before other countries企omo出ercontinents joined the Conference! This 

shows remarkable perseverance as well出血 outstandinglystrong belief in the 

mission of the Conference and in出eimpo此anceof a role in that mission for Ja” 

pan. 

The second re出 onis出atJapan's early participation both reinforced and 

provided justification for the Conference’s aspiration to draw up conventions at a 

universal level. This w田 statedby Mr町osaburuKawamura, Director General of 

the Ci叫lAffairs Bureau of仕leMinistry of Justice凪’Tukyowho represented Ja-

pan at血e1904 Session. On behalf of his Government, Mr Kawamura let it be 

known that Japan felt the work of出eHague Conference w部 tobe reg釘 ded回

“devoted to drawing up universal principles of private international law”. He 

pointed out that the relations between Western European countries and Japan 

were inte郎防ingand it W槌 thereforeimportant that the Hague Conventions 

would山 oapply to Japan. He emphasised that there were no major obstacles 

standing in the way of their application ( ei血erin Japan oζfor血.atmatter, in 

Europe), despite some particularities of Japanese law. <1l 

This brings me to the third re回 onwhy Japan’s first participation w出 so

remarkable. It is very interesting to see how, in its Memor組 dumto the Fourth 
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Session, Japan made a plea for understanding of certain characteristics of its 

laws, in p訂 tic叫arthose in the field of far凶lylaw, which differed from those com-

mon加 WesternEurope. It w出 emphasisedthat仕lesedifferences should not be 

exaggerated; they should, above all, be seriously studied and compared. Thus, in 

a very subtle way, the Memorandum made an early call for both the need to re-

spect c叫tur叫 diversityand for comparative work and dialogue, while stri吋ngfor

universally applicable rules.τ'his has certainly remained a major challenge for 

the work of the Hague Conference and one where our Organisation has, and will 

cont凶ueto have, a very special role回 abuilder of bridges between different le-

gal cultures. 

It would be quite impossible, and indeed presumptuous of me, to attempt 

to describe Japan's involvement in the Hague Conference over the past century. 

The list alone of Japanese e却 e此sand delegates who have made the long trip to 

The Hague, sometimes several times a year, includes many dozens of names, 

紅 nongthem some of the most prorr出lentlawyers of Japan. However, I carmot 

help mentioning one other n訂nein particular, because he was a man of such dis-

tinction, who attended Sessions of the Conference for more than 20 years, was 

many times elected Vice-Chairman of the Diplomatic Conference and who has 

left such fond memories: Professor IkeharaYl As the Conference has further ex-

panded, Japan's role has become even more加portant.Both for O町 latest

Convention －出eHague Securities Convention -and for our current negotiations 

on a new Convention on Choice of Court Agreements, we are pri吋legedto have 

Japanese Rapporteurs: Professors Kanda and Dogauchi, and Professor Haya-

kawa is actively participating凪 thework on maintenance obligations.τ'he Japa司

nese Government has also made it possible to hold workshops in Japan in order 

to prepare for the Securities Convention. We have also been fortunate to have 

with us at the Permanent Bureau a brilliant yoUilg professor from Sendai, Yuko 

Nishitani, who has brought us her many scholarly talents in addition to her 

cha白川ngpresence. I should also not forget a special mention of the support of-

fered at all times to the Permanent Bureau by the Japanese Embassy at The 

Hague. 

So比iswith immense grat比udethat we celebrate this historic mark of a 

long-standing close relationship. 
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Looking to the present and to the future, I would like to address four 

broad themes on this occasion: 

the nature and effect of globalisation, what比me釘lSfor private interna-

tional law, and how it calls for a co-ordinated global response; 

the work of the Conference seen in the context of the globalisation process; 

the significance of regional co-operation，加 pa出C叫ar加 Europe,and fi-

nally, in the light of all this: 

the future of the Conference and of Japan's pa此icipationin the Confer-

ence; a future that calls for leadership. 

I Globalisation and the need for a global response 

a The challenge 

“Glob叫isation”isnot easy to define, yet it is difficult to dispense with. (3) It de-

notes the process of growing interdependence of societies and people world” 

wide, in practically allぽe槌 of町e:economy and finance, politics and culture, 

and of increasing mutual awareness of this interdependence. It goes beyond the 

mere linking of discrete societies to market the background of traditional private 

interτmtional law and leads to transnational fusion of societies and Illarkets. The 

process is driven primarily by technological developments in which Japan has 

played such a prominent role. This development, which has already led to tre司

mendous acceleration and cost-reduction of transport and communication, is 

bound to continue, and is most probably irreversible. Although gove立国lentpoli-

cies may stirn叫ateor reg叫ateor trγto slow down certain effects of globalisa-

tion, they are not steering the process: globalisation is overwhelrr出港lya Illatter 

of private initiative, expanding markets, grow加gmobility，叩dinstant sharing of 

information through the massmedia and the Internet. 

While it is difficult to think of any田 pectsof our societies that釘 enot d” 

fected, it is true that some sectors are globalising more rapidly than others. On 

the one hand, capital markets have become interconnected worldwide, and some 

of us live by the rhythm of the Nikkei, the daily results of the European stock ex-

ch釘iges,and the Dow and the Nasdaq. On the other hand, people all over the 

world －出eludingNikkei and Nasdaq watchers -cherish the註cultures,and resist 

intrusions on their lives, although this does not prevent them from bu戸ngfor・
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eign products, travelling to remote places or even migrating abroad. 

At both ends of the spectrum, however, the numbers of situations, trans” 

actions and relationships that transcend national boundaries are incre出泊gexpo-

nentially. Moreover, the spectrum is, in fact, a continuum: global econo凶 cand 

finance activity加pactsooner or later on our private spheres (think, for ex訂作

ple, of trans企ontierf:釘凶lyissues), and conversely, global private movements of 

people may have transboundary commercial and financial出 pects.

Atthe s釘netime, our world remains largely a patchwork of legal systems 

operating within some 200 nation States, each hierarchically organised and, in 

principle, each with its own legislative, judicial and administrative branches. Not 

only is this scene -a large field of 200 bigger and smaller pyramids -in stark con-

trast with the image of a sh血 kingglobe, it also reflects a triple vacuum: there is 

no global legislator, no global judiciary, no global administration -at least none in 

respect of ci叫1and commercial matters. 

The combined effect of the contin凶ngglobalisation process, largely un-

controlled by goveロunents,and the prevai出lgcompartmentalised org釘lisation

of ci吋land commercial law, is inevitably that more and more situations, transac-

tions and relationships will fall between two stools, in other words that the law 

will lose its grip on those situations, unless we intens均rour efforts to provide 

and use the legal tools to co-ordinate legal systems and establish transnational 

co司 operationbetween cou比sand other authorities. 

b A co-ordinated global response 

I believe出atthe orgar出ationsactive in the field of private and commercial law 

are increasingly aw訂 eof this, and so are an increasing number of governments. 

Co司 operationamong UNCITRAL, Unidroit and the Hague Conference h田 grown

far closer than in the past. In May 1998, the H喝ueConference for the first time 

organised a working group at出ePermanent Bureau to田 sistUNCITRAL in位le

preparation of rules on applicable law for抗sConventioη on the Assignmeηtiη 

Receivαbles Finαηcing. In December 2003, a delegation of three expe此sfrom 

the Hague Conference helped to draw up conflict rules for the draft legislative 

g凶deon insolvency. This g凶dewas adopted by consensus in June 2004. S註凶・

larly, we are s凶ceAugust 2004 assisting加 thepreparation of such rules for the 
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draft legislative g凶deon secured transactions. With Unidr叫， closeco-operation 

has developed in the field of securities held with an intermediary, where Unidroit 

has assisted in the dra叫ngup of the Hague Securities Convention and in its pro-

motion, and the Hague Conference participates血 theongo加gwork on the sub-

stantive harmonisation in that field. The co剛operationis not lir凶tedto legislative 

work. We also take an active part in each other's scientific colloquia -both UNCI-

TRAL and Unidroit will send speakers to the International Conference on the Le-

gal Aspects of an E-commerce ’Transaction, which the Hague Conference co-

organises with the European Presidency and the ICC and which will take place 

仕om26-27 October 2004 in The Hague. (4l 

And there is more to come. The Secretaries General of the three organisa-

tions are now meeting at least once a year to co-ordinate the activities of the 

three orga凶sationsand to discuss new ideas. One such new idea concerns that 

of orgar吐sing,at reg凶arintervals, common seminars or workshops in different re-

gions of the world where we would present our work. We have also started to in・

tensify our co・operationwith the WTO and with the World Bank. With J. Sekolec 

and H. Kronke, I paid a visit in June 2004 to the WTO I UNCTAD International 

τ'rade Center, and we will seek together to promote the modernisation of com-

mercial laws for develop泊gcountries.τ'raining and technical部 sistanceand pro-

moting uniform interpretation will increasingly be topics of common concern. In 

other fields, for example in the family law areas, where UNCITRAL and Unidroit 

are not active, we co-ordinate with the UN and its speci凶isedagencies (UNCHR, 

UNICEF), as well as with regional organisations, worldwide, for example, the 

OAS in Washington and the Commonwealth Secretariat in London. It is interest” 

ing to note that in 1977 Commonwealth Ministers decided they would work with 

the Hague Conference instead of developing their own competence in inter幽

Commonwealth private law. Other groups of States might follow this example. 

II Work of the Conference viewed in the context 

of the globalisation process 

a Broadening of the Membe悶 hipof the Conference -the role of Japan 

In order for the Hague Conference to be a truly global forum, it is加 portantthat 

it involves, not necessarily all, but a significant number of “players”on the world 
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scene. Starting in 1999, with the support of our Member States we planned a co任

siderable increase in our membership. The result has been a growth of more 

than a third(from 47 in early 2001to64 at present），加eludingStates from Latin 

America (notably Brazil) Eastern Europe (notably the Russian Federation) , Sri 

Lanka, Malaysia and New Zealand. We are still missing some important States，泊

pa此ic叫arin Asia and A剖ca,and continue to work, for example, with India. Ja-

pan is no longer almost alone in位leConference田 alegal system from the (Far) 

East. Far from din山首shingits role, this change has already led to a leadership 

role in recent current work. I already mentioned the prominent role of Profes-

sors Kanda and Dogauchi as Rapporteurs for the Securities Convention and the 

new Convention on Choice of Court Agreements, both instruments badly needed 

in a globalising world economy. However, as I have indicated, globalisation af-

fects practically all aspects of our societies and certainly all of the work of the 

Hague Conference, including that in the field of ci吋llitigation and of family law 

and protection of the most vulnerable: children and older and handicapped peo・

ple. And here, in an area which is of increasing加portanceto Japan and of stra-

tegic凶 po此ancefor the Hague Conference, Japan’s role has been certainly 

supportive, although not as pro-active as it could. Japan is not a P訂 tyto the 

1961 Convention on Protection of Minors, or to the 1980 Child Abduction Con-

vention, or to出e1993 Adoption Convention, nor has it signed the 1996 Conven-

tion on Protection of Children or the 2000 Convention on Protection of Adults. 

Yet, Japan is increasingly a丘ectedby demographic, m辺rationand other changes, 

which make these instruments more釦 dmore necess但7・AsProfessor Nishitani 

illustrates in a recent釘 tide，仕lenumber of foreign residents in Japan has in-

creased drastically in the last decade, not only with nationals of neighbouring 

countries, but also with more than 250,000 Br回出血sand 50,000 Peruvians and 

剖mostas many Americans. <5l Increasingly, older Japanese citizens spend th甜

old age in sunny places like Malaysia. The Hague Conventions in this field are ba-

sics for the maintenance of smooth international relations, as well as for protec-

tion of foreigners in Japan and of Japanese citizens abroad. The need to consider 

these Conventions for ratification follows, moreover.，企omother international 

Conventions to which Japan is a P副 y,in pa此ic叫紅白eUnited Niαtioηs Conven-

t旬ηonthe拘 htsof伽 Child(Articles 11, 21). It is our飴mhope, in particu-
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lar.，出atJapan will decide in the near future to join the Hague Child Abduction 

Convention, which provides a b田icremedy to an international to此 andsupports 

血echild’s fundamental right to main回忌lcontact with both parents. <5> 

b Convention and other instruments 

Although出eConference's“products”and wor助活 methodshave long been 

tested and have found wide approval, it remains加po此叩tto continue to re-

evaluate them in particular加 thelight of globalisation. It is worth discussing the 

pros and cons of the multilateral treaty-m出ingtechnique, and those of alterna-

tive methods. The Hague Conference has a long tradition of dra叫ngup binding 

international Conventions, but血esecretariat has always been open to the wish 

of some Member States to draw up non-binding ins廿uments.In fact, we have re-

cently seen some new developments in this field. In addition to the recommenda-

tions resulting仕ommeetings on the practical operation of Hague Conventions, 

we have produced good practice g凶desand, in March of this ye釘 at仕leclose of 

a judges’conference in Malta with judges and expe巾仕omStates both south 

and north of the Mediterranean, a Declaration of Principles was adopted. <7> 

Should we go further in this direction? I would say that it all depends on 

the result出.atone seeks to achieve. It is true位 蹴 出eConvention instrument is 

not always an e回 yone：抗 o武enrequires intense negotiations, then goveロrmen-

tal and p釘 Iiamentaryapproval, and often加 plement加glegislation. Sometimes此

is easier, in particular in the field of applicable law, to take some or all of the sub-

stantive treaty provisions and incorporate them in an Act. Japan did so in出e

1989 Amendments to the Horei, for example, with reg釘 dto some articles of the 

Marriage Convention，出eMatrimonial Prope此yConvention and the 1965 Adop-

tion Convention. But where reciprocity is important, in pa此ic凶arin the field of 

recogr由ionand enforcement of decisions, or where permanent channels of judi-

cial and administrative co・operation訂 eneeded, or even where broad respect for 

par句 autonomy-choice of law or choice of court -is the aim, the treaty vehicle 

cannot easily be dispensed with. It may be that, after completion of the Conven-

tion on Choice of Court Agreements, work on血eglobal Jurisdiction and En-

forcement Convention could continue with a view to dra叫ngup a model law. 
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c Working methods 

There has always been a strong empirical element泊血eConference's wor地lg

methods: comparative law research, increasingly combined with“market re-

se釘 ch”bythe Permanent Bureau, input from professionals and interested 

groups during negotiations, study of血eConvention's operation once it is in 

force and, where necessary, review or even revision of血eConvention.目前田－

pect of our work has not changed, despite important other ch釘tgesin出eCon-

ference's en吋ronment,in partic叫arincreasing regional co・operationin the 

European Union. It is true位mt仕出 hadan effect upon O町 workingmethods, in 

that voting has given way to opera出tgby consensus. However, after a somewhat 

difficult transition period, it is probably fair to say出at血econsensus method, 

while slower, may increase血eacceptability of the end result.’The Securities 

Convention w部 adoptedwithout one vote be加gtaken, but also wi吐iag四atdeal 

of input企om血e“financial包dustry".The Convention responds to the needs of 

出eglobαt market. The work on choice of cou此 andmaintenance obligations is 

also aimed at ensuring, already during the negotiations, broad acceptab出tyof 

the end product that is the Convention to be adopted. 

More broadly ra岨edConventions mean more post-Convention work. 

官 邸 iscarried out by the Permanent Bureau in partic叫訂担出efields of judicial 

and administrative co-operation and child protection. Practical handbooks and 

good practice guides, electronic databanks of c部 elaw.，血eestablishment of liai-

son judges and a global network of judges and judges’conferences, in addition to 

血eholding of Special Commission mee也igson血epractical operation of Hague 

Conventions, are examples. All of these. activities provide feedback which can be 

used to improve the life of the Conventions and thereby血elives of our citizens. 

d The impact of globalisation on the content of conventions 

Globalisation also h田町1加pacton the content of conventions, and may even af-

fect吐iecontent of existing conventions. This is very clear with reg釘 dto Inter-

net and e-commerce. 

In October 2003, we org釘由eda Special Commission and even an e.却制

workshop to examine the many possibilities and advantages of using modern 

technologies in the context of the Service, Evidence andApost叫e(Legalisation) 
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Conventions -all three having come into force long before electronic technology 

was widely used. The Special Commission noted, for example, the pos山veeffect 

on吐lecost side of deliveringαpastilles and on the efficiency of the creation and 

registration of αpastilles部 aresult of the use of such techniques. The discus-

sion cont加ueson the use of electronic signatures or even electronic α：pastilles. 

More generally, it is clear that there are enormous possibilities to facilitate com-

munication and transmission of data in respect of all Hague Conventions on judi-

cial and administrative co-operation. The method of“functional equivalence” 

developed by UNCITRAL will be our g凶dein this respect, so that this technol-

ogy need not lead to a revision of the texts of existing Conventions. 

Much more controversial, however, is the question of jurisdiction of the 

courts over disputes in Internet and e-commerce C田 es.官邸 isbecause jurisdic-

tional issues depend heavily on the location of acts that give rise to a dispute. A 

website in Braz江isaccessible with equal ease from Sao Paulo as it is from Tokyo, 

so江itdeceptively describes a product sold in Japan or defames a person in Ja-

pan, should the operator of the website be sued in Sao Paulo or in Tokyo, or can 

he be sued in both courts? And wi出 regardto the deceptive product descrip-

tion, should it make a difference whether the buyer is a consumer or not? If the 

jurisdictional issue is resolved, the further question訂isesof the recogr此ionand 

enforcement abroad of any decision. 

The experience of the negotiations on a worldwide Convention on juris-

diction and enforcement of judgments has shown that consensus is 鉱山 along 

way off. This is why it W出 decided,for the time be加g,to liI凶tthe scope of the 

project to choice of court agreements and the recognition and enforcement of 

the res叫tingjudgment in a business-to-business context. Thus we avoid both 

controversial onfule issues and issues concen由lgthe protection of consumers. 

But we will continue finding solutions for other aspects as well, and the e-com-

merce conference in two weeks，出neat The Hague will look into some of these 

interesting manifestations of globalisation. 

ID Regional co-operation in the field of private 

international law 

The globalisation process affects all countries, and it in p訂 tic叫訂permeatescon-
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tiguous nations. It is therefore understandable that we see regional legislative ac司

tivity凶 severalp釘 tsof the world. In South America, Mercosur -including 

Argent加a,Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay -h国 favouredthe adoption of uniform 

law instruments, and in A企ica,the Council of Ministers of the Organisation for 

the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa ( OHADA) may adopt uniform law 

instruments which take effect in all Member States and bypassing the normal 

ratification requirements. I note in p槌 S泊gthat interest註ほly,Unidroit is at pre-

sent槌 sistingOHADA in developing a田tlformlaw on contracts. 

With the European Union the situation is different. What started under the 

’Treaty of Maastricht as intergovernmental co-operation via the instrument of 

Conventions, just as in Mercosur, CIDIP, etc, h出 sincethe ’Treaty of Amsterdam 

become“comm田ritarised":the European Community has acquired legislative 

competence血 respectof“civil matters ha吋ngcross-border implications and in-

sofar as necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market”．官邸 h出

led to a rather ambitious programme of legislative activity, extending beyond 

matters related to trade and commerce into the field of persons and family law, 

and driven by political motives rather than by analysis of needs創1dof available 

alterτiatives. 

It is clear that some private international law issues can best be dealt 

with, at least initially, within a regional framework. The Brussels Regulation on 

juバsdictionαndthe recognitionαnd enforcement of judgη初旬tsin civilαηd 

com mere的lけ悶tters(B) is probably a good ex釘nple.However, even a common 

market does not operate in a vacuum, but in a wider global market. It is there-

fore interesting to see that出eEuropean Community, after ha叫ngadopted three 

directives on financial transactions, is now preparing, alongside the United 

States and hopefully also Japan, for the common signature of the Hague Securi-

ties Convention, which is a global response to a global problem. The European 

Community will then have to adapt its directives to the regime of the Conven-

tion. This is a good example of a rational approach in respect of the question of 

who should act at what level. As a principle, global problems should be dealt 

with at the global level, and regional activity should be complementary, re位出lg

for the region what could not be further articulated at仕leglobal level. 

In areas of the law beyond the internal market, such as the law of persons 
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むldfamilies, there is a further element that needs to be taken into considera-

tion. Many countries in Europe have strong historical links outside Europe. 

百由lkof the United臨時domand its bonds with Commonwealth countries, 

Fr釦 cewith strong links in A企ica,Spain with Latin America, etc. Flows of peo” 

ple and values connect these countries wi出 countriesoutside Europe, which in 

some c田 es訂 emuch stronger than the links with some of位leirpartners担 the

Community. Legislative community activity in the area of persons and f釘凶lies加

a n四 mersir凶larto internal market transactions may cause tensions. 

It was therefore very impo比四tthat, after long and difficult negotiations, 

European Union Member States唱reed仕iatto出eextent that the new Regula-

tion on parental responsib出ty(9Jdeals wi血 questionsof child abduction, the 

principle remains that the Hague Child Abduction Convention binds European 

Union Member States also in intra-Community cases. One may hope白紙加 this

way there will continue to be a ce同組nuniformity of approach to issues which 

are not in any specific way related to the Community. The Regulation makes it 

possible to肱川tthe restrictions to which the return of a child may be subject, 

which is in accordance with the provisions of the Convention itself. The Commu-

nity has chosen for a slightly di丘erentapproach in respect of the 1996 Conven-

tion on international child protection. Here, there is a decision in principle to 

collectively ratify仕由 Convention,but its main provisions have already been in-

cluded into the Regulation on parental responsibility, so that the 1996 Conven-

tion will deal mainly with extra-community child protection issues. Since the two 

regimes訂 ein many respects the same, one can live with this result. Similar re-

marks may be made in respect of the reg叫ationson the service of documents 

abroad and on takirlg of evidence abroad, which訂eessentially based on the 

Hague Service and Evidence Conventions. As long as the Community regime is 

in substance identical to the exterr叫 regime，出ereis not much ground for con・

cern. 

It is interest訟gto see that仕lecurrent work at The Hague on a new global 

instrument on child support and other forms of far凶lymaintenance h出

prompted the Comm山 lityto take the凶伽.tivefor a possible European加stru-

ment. There is now, more出anin the past, consultation between the Permanent 

Bureau and the European Commission and a common sen血釘 isto be held加
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Janua可 2006to examine what could best be done at血eglobal level, in the Con-

ference, and what at the regional level. The corrununitarisation of private interna-

tional law, however, does not only concern the intra心orrununityrelations，抗 also

has an externαl effect. Curiously enough, this does not follow仕om世間Amster-

dam ’I'reatybut仕omcase law of the European Corrununity developed in the釘 ea

of corrunerce and trade (the so-called ERTA doct血 e)OOJ. Accordi碍 tothis the-

ory, ins加 pleterms, once the Commほlityexercises its internal legislative com-

petence，比 automaticallyacq凶resexternal legislative competence for that field, 

to the exclusion that is of its Member States. For the Hague Conference this 

means that for certain matters Japan and other non-European States find them-

selves negotiating with the European Community instead of with its Member 

States. In the beginning吐血 changehas raised concern and has indeed led to 

some difficulties, in p釘 tic叫訂dur恒gthe negotiations on the jurisdiction and en-

forcement convention. But the new system may also have advantages. While it is 

true血atfor some rr叫 tersthe European Union Member States at the negotia-

tion table have to leave the floor to the Commission, they remain involved 

through co-ordination meetings both at The Hague and in Brussels and出e叫ti-

mate decision on仕leratification of a treaty remains that of the Council. The net 

effect may well be that more o武enthan in出ep槌 tmany or all European Union 

Member States w訓均nand ratify the Convention as adopted atτh H唱.ue.

Moreover, during the current negotiations on a new maintenance convention, we 

can see the development of a ce此剖npractice whereby Member States continue 

to contribute even in are出 ofexclusive external competence. 

官lefact出atthe European Community is b凶随時 upexternal compe司

tence in the field of private international law does not fit well wi出 itsstatus出

血 observerwithin the Hague Conference. It is therefore understandable位協t

the European Community has made a request to become a Member of the Con-

ference. Since the Statute of the Conference o叫yrefers to Member States, how-

ever.，吐由 requires,in the view of most Member States, a modification of the 

Statute which we are currently prepar主ig.Japan takes part in出einfoロnalgroup 

which is prep創加gthe necess訂ychanges. 

All in all, the legislative competence of the European Corrununity with its 

internal and external effects is a complex matter. 
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There is a cert刻nrisk, since Community law, according to its own terτns, 

has precedence over national law (including the international commitments of 

Member States), that conflicts arise with international Conventions. The English 

High Court, for example, found that the EC Regulation on air ca汀ierliability in 

the event of accidents was in conflict with the Warsaw Convention but neverthe-

less upheld the validity of the Reg叫.ation.(ll) Such situations should obviously be 

avoided and the best approach would be for the Community to support and af-

血m policies expressed in international Conventions -which it generally does. 

There is the further more speculative question of what the impact of European 

Community legislative competence w世 beon the character and technique of pri-

vate international law itself. The principle of the企eecirculation of persons and 

goods has favoured the principle of mutual recognition, i.e., that the legal situa-

tion created in one Member State should be recognised in all other Member 

States irrespective of the law applied. Examples include the recog凶tionof com-

P紅白swithin Europe but also the Brussels Regulαtion on jurisdictionαηd rec-

ognitionα.nd enforcement of judgments伽 c加ilαndcomηwrciαlmαtters. 

Paul Lagarde, in a recent article, po凶tsout that this is a technique already used 

in several Hague Conventions, including the Marriage Convention and the Adop司

tion Convention. ozl But I do not think this technique will, even in intra-Commu-

nity cases, supplant the conflict of laws. What I expect is rather a larger role for 

party autonomy and habitual residence as a connecting factor; in other words, 

the development as we have seen it担 variousHague Conventions, such as those 

on matrimonial property regimes, successions, trusts and others. Far from losing 

their relevance, these Conventions will therefore continue to respond to global 

needs. 

N The future 

Jiirgen B田 edowhas suggested that the future of worldwide harmonisation of pri-

vate law will be that of inter-regionalism. 03l Since regional harmo凶sationwould 

grow faster than global harmonisation, we w世 see“inter-regionalconflicts 

sooner or later which can be accommodated by inter-regionalism harmonisa-

tion". It is certainly true, as we have already seen, that there are important re“ 

gional developments, not just加 Europe,but also that what is going on in Europe 
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is rather unique, and has certain characteristics of the formation of a federal na-

tion. It is not at all ce比国nthat other p釘tsof the world will tend to follow this e》

釦 1pleto出esame degree. In出emean出ne,globalisation goes on char唱凪gour 

society, worldwide, by affecting位1etraditional close and pyramidal structures 

and making them more “horizontal”，出LawrenceFriedman h出putit. 04l Moreo-

ver, new regional entities, even of a federal character, cannot be closed, and 

what I see and hope for as a future development in出eH昭ueConference is 

rather an凪creasiI唱lyglobal orientation and a larger role for the non-European 

players. At the Hague Conference we recogr出ethat位由拙omeans血at血e

Conference has to become more visible and indeed more present in Asia, Africa 

and血eAmeric踊.In the years to come we hope to continue to co・operatewi血

Japan and other Hague Conference Member States in Asia to make出 spossible. 

In the absence of a global legislator, judiciary and administration in the 

field of private international law, our efforts should be aiined at finding at least 

substitutes for those functions. Hence the iinportance of the creation of data-

bases which make case law from all over位1eworld easily accessible and which 

help加 ensuringuniform interpretation. We will continue to st加叫ateinterna-

tional judicial co・operation.官1eConvention on Choice of Court Agreements may 

offer us an opportunity to think agam about位1ecreation of an advisory interpre-

tation body and at some point we should discuss, for certam Conventions, 

whether the International Court of Justice should not have the power to give rul-

ings on the interpretation of仕1eConvention. 

Globalisation is not uni-dimensional and does not equal “Westernisation”． 

Patrick Glenn, in his book，“Legal Traditions of the World”， has emphasised that 

there are in fact a number of concurrent globalisation processes：“It is not just 

the spread of western technology, open markets and human rights. There is also, 

for example, globalisation in the form of Islarnisation…There is also a process of 

Easternisation, said in management circles to be replacing an exhaustive process 

ofWeste口出ati on，部westerntechniques of management and org紅白ationare re-

placed by those of Asia.州 5>Here I return to what I said earlier with reg釘dto血e

memorandum submitted by the Japanese delegation in 1904: the Hague Confer-

ence has a long tradition in building bridges between legal cultures and hopes 加

continue to play a useful role iil仕lisdialogue.’The judicial conference in Malta 
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on cross-Mediterranean far凶lyrelations, in which judges from several Islamic 

countries participated should be continued and intensified. Japan could play a 

very s辺国f1cantrole in the process of building bridges across legal cultures. 

The more develop担gcountries and countries in transition that join the 

H昭ueConventions, the more awesome becomes the task of providing suppo此，

assistance and training for the implementation of these Conventions. We are con-

vinced白紙weneed to work towards the creation of a training institute for pro” 

fessionals企omthese countries. This is a form of education which could take 

place mainly on the spot or for a cert刻nregion and it should be done under the 

auspices of the Hague Conference, because it would provide us with invaluable 

information on the practical aspects of the implementation of Hague Conven-

tions. Here, again, we see a special role for Japan, which has been extremely gen-

erous in providing funding for development in many p釘 tsof the world, and we 

would hope that with the support of Japan we will be able to satisfy what we see 

as a very urgent need. 

As you see, we envisage great opportunities for a continued close and in-

tense co曲 operationwith Japan in the ye訂 sto come, building on the excellent co・

operation出athas been developing over the p部 tcentury. For my colleagues at 

the Permanent Bureau and myself比isa great comfort to know that Japan is 

such an extraordinary, faithful supporter of the Hague Conference. Our hope is 

that the Hague Conference and its Conventions will加 thenext century be even 

more useful to Japan and its citizens. 

＊ 百lispaper is based upon the presentation given at the meeting of the Private Inter-

national Law Association of Japan held in Tokyo on 11 October 2004. 
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